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psychologist gordon g gallup jr who achieved renown for his pioneering mirror self
recognition experiments with animals in the 1970s says a former university
professor told him the hybrid creature was born at an animal research laboratory
where he once worked gordon gallup cited by 9 478 of university at albany the state
university of new york new york ualbany read 172 publications contact gordon
gallup gordon gallup self recognition in primates a comparative approach to the
bidirectional properties of consciousness the face in the mirror the search for the
origins of consciousness this article explores the work of psychologist gordon gallup
jr during the 1960s and 1970s on mirror self recognition in animals it shows how
gallup tried to integrate the mental self concept into an otherwise strictly
behaviorist paradigm gordon a gallup s 47 research works with 1 080 citations and
283 reads including a generalized method for the superposition of resonance
structures pressures for the development of improved clothing and shelter along
with mastering the use of fire further accelerated the development of cognitive and
intellectual skills in humans needed to adapt to colder climates ash and gallup in
press b gordon gallup professor department of psychology gordon g gallup jr james
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london treatment extensions past the simple heitler london wang result poly atomic
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involved refinements of the original heitler london procedure and within three or
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what was called the valence bond vb method for molecular structure gordon g
gallup jr is professor and chairman of the department of psychology at the state
university of new york at albany after receiving his ph d from washington state
university in 1968 he spent seven years on the faculty at tulane university before
assuming his present position his research interests include cognitive processes in
pri valence bond theory is one of two commonly used methods in molecular
quantum mechanics the other is molecular orbital theory this book focuses on the
first of these methods ab initio valence bond theory the book is split into two parts
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spot technique or rouge test is a behavioral technique developed in 1970 by
american psychologist gordon gallup jr as an attempt to determine whether an
animal possesses the ability of visual self recognition career he is best known for
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gordon g gallup jr 1 rebecca l burch steven m platek affiliation 1 department of
psychology state university of new york at albany albany new york usa gallup csc
albany edu pmid 12049024 doi 10 1023 a 1015257004839 abstract gordon g gallup
jr authors info affiliations science 2 jan 1970 vol 167 issue 3914 pp 86 87 doi 10
1126 science 167 3914 86 abstract after prolonged exposure to their reflected
images in mirrors chimpanzees marked with red dye showed evidence of being able
to recognize their own reflections gallup workplace consulting global research the
state of the global workplace in 2024 the majority of the world s employees
continue to struggle explore the impact on productivity and how
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valence bond theory is one of two commonly used methods in molecular quantum
mechanics the other is molecular orbital theory this book focuses on the first of
these methods ab initio valence bond theory the book is split into two parts
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the mirror test sometimes called the mark test mirror self recognition msr test red
spot technique or rouge test is a behavioral technique developed in 1970 by
american psychologist gordon gallup jr as an attempt to determine whether an
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this article explores the work of psychologist gordon gallup jr during the 1960s and
1970s on mirror self recognition in animals it shows how gallup tried to integrate
the mental self concept into an otherwise strictly behaviorist paradigm
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albany edu pmid 12049024 doi 10 1023 a 1015257004839 abstract
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